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Topic: 
Experience design for interactive cinema

Intent: 
To introduce a way of reducing the sedentariness  

while watching on-screen entertainment. 



The Experience

App

* To reward movement with TV 
credits 

*  The after-experience

Cinema

* Inflatable movable furniture
* Types of movement => Types 

of activity
* Types of TV program shown



New to the cinema?
Download the app for a walk 
through and more.

With your gestures, you can 
make a vote, influence sto-
rylines, and scroll through the 
programs on the cinema screen.

At 
Kini-odeon, 
we read your 
gestures.
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Here is a 
walkthrough 
for the 
gestural 
commands. 
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This is your 
TV program 
catalogue!
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Tilt left! Tilt right!



New to the cinema?
Please download the application 
“Kiniodeon” for a walk through.

Tilt to find 
the pink 
program.

Tilt forward 
to enter 
selection!

LALALAND

Exclusive 
preview

24 mins
*****
*

Tilt backward 
to return!

Remember 
these 
gestures!

They are 
used in the 
cinemas.



Movement

Tilting Motion 

Sensor: Gyrometer sensor, which translates its 
input through the Kini-odeon wifi to a server to 
communicate with the screen



Tilting Motion 

Using Batman The Telltale Series 
Game Play Episode 1 as an example,



TILT LEFT - PROCEED
TILT RIGHT - LEAVE

TILT FRONT, BACK, LEFT, RIGHT, TO SELECT 
YOUR CHOICES.



Cinema

Capacity: 10-15 people
Measurements: 

Approx. 10 m x 10 m x 5 m (H)

Scaled models are 1:20





Sound system

Projection on concave walls



Projection stand



Cinema Requirements

-> Travelling cinema due to lack of permanent space in Singapore
-> 4-5 different furnitures
-> Sound system, projector (x2), wifi box, power supply
-> Screen and cover from sunlight



Seats

Material: All made of Inflatable PVC Fabric
-> Easy assembly with air pump



Furniture 1: Mobius Seat
-> Allow freedom of movement and ways of 
seating 
-> Inspiration from mobius loops for organic 
shapes -> free form, free seating as the theme of 
the design  
-> Stackable to reduce space

* sharp edge to be removed 
• Sitting area extended 
• Does not support leaning as well as the first 

model (far right)



Furniture 3: Twisted Torus 
Tilting Motion 
Sensor: Gyrometer sensor, which translates its input through the Kini-
odeon wifi to a server to communicate with the screen 



Furniture 4 & 5: + & - chair 
Sensor: Gyrometer sensor, which translates its 
input through the Kini-odeon wifi to a server to 
communicate with the screen 



Projector Stand
Houses 2 projectors and wifi box 
Material: Clear glass and metal 
body 

Projector 1 (Floor)

Projector 2 (Wall/Screen) 

Wifi



Other purpose of the 
app?
1. Updates details of location of 
other Kiniodeon near you.  

Google for 
the nearest 
Cine-Moove 
around you!

Now, you’re
ready!
Sync to your 
nearest  
Moove-
moove!

Moove-moove location codes 
are displayed at the entrance of 
Moove-moove play-scapes.

Explore &  
enjoy the 
programs we 
have at 
@Moove-
moove
Orchard!



Other purpose of the 
app?
2.. Rewards movement

A little 
welcome gift 
for you.

You’ve got a 
can of drink!

Tap on the item to get the QR 
code. Redeem at the vending 
machine in the Moove-moove.

SO
FT

 D
R

IN
K
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Your name

Email address/Username

Your weight (kg)

Password

Your height (m)

Login Or sign up below
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In order to help the Moove App to 
accurately calculate your calorie 
output, please key in the 
information below.

Enter

You can 
exchange 
your calorie 
output for 
rewards.



Other purpose of the 
app?
3. Feedback for to user their 
activity level at the end of their 
time at Kini-odeon.

_ _ _ steps
taken today

_ _ _ kcal
burnt today

_ _ _credits
earned today

WE HOPE 
YOU’VE HAD A 
GREAT TIME 
WITH US!

SWIPE RIGHT
FOR YOUR
ACHIEVEMENTS 



END. THANK YOU. 


